
Providing reliable point clouds to industry since 2005 

The Multi-faceted Value of Point Clouds 
in Design and Construction

Five reasons why point clouds outperform other forms of as-built data for all built-
environment professionals

After 12 years of 3D scanning, Lloyd & Hill Inc are fully

involved with the revolutionary transformation of the

Building Industry towards a BIM future of higher design

efficiency, more sustainable designs and lower losses during

construction. Here are five reasons why our clients are

adopting Point Clouds as their new standard for As-built

data:

1. A single Point Cloud provides comprehensive

information relevant to every discipline, bringing the site

to the desktop of each professional team.

2. The data is highly accurate and can be used for complex

analysis such as distortions as well as provide quick

measurements such as levels, sizes and clearances.

3. Point Clouds do not lose their value if updated. It must

be possible to easily mine the library of data for

information from past sets to verify a claim, establish

construction progress or even evaluate deformations of

a structure over time. This also allows Point Clouds to be

used as a valuable QS and project management tool.

4. A Point Cloud of the site at the very beginning of the

Project provides an invaluable dataset to model critical

interfaces, surrounding structures and landscaping

during the Conceptual Design phase. It can then be used

to quickly contextualise the new Design.

5. The use of point clouds can shorten total programme

time by identifying issues early and drastically reducing

site visits by all consultants.

We continue to advance our products and workflows in

partnership with the leading Consultants and Contractors

throughout the Sub-Saharan Region.
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Contact Gavin Lloyd or Justin Hill for expert advice at

office@lloydhill.co.za or visit www.lloydhill.co.za

You are also welcome to attend our workshop at the JHB Expo

The above single residential 
example demonstrates a design 
process using point clouds.

The design is founded on accurate 
and comprehensive point cloud 
information.


